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Abstract 
Given a hereditary family of graphs ~ one defines the ~-chromatic number of a graph 
G (denoted X~,(G)) to be the minimum size of a partition V(G) = V t u --. u~ such that each 
V~ induces in G a member of,~. Define o>~(G) to equal max{~,(K)} where the maximum is 
taken over all cliques K in G. We say that G is X~,-perfect provided Xj,(H) = eJ~,(H) for all 
induced subgraphs H of G and we denote the set of X~,-perfect graphs by ~*. 
In this paper we discuss the following results: 
{1} We give analogs of the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture, that is, we find forbidden 
subgraph characterizations f ~* for various families ~. 
12) We show the central role played by the classes Free(Kn) = {G: t~(G) < n} in finding ~* 
for all hereditary .~, and give a partial characterization of (Free(Kn))* for n ~ 3. 
(3) We consider the problem of inverting perfection: given a hereditary family .$, find all 
.%,'editary ~ such that ~* .~..~. We find conditions on ~ that are necessary and sufficient for 
,~* = .~. We then apply this "inverting perfection theorem" to a number of families # 
1. Introd~don 
In this paper we define a generalization of graph perfection which we call "X.,,- 
perfection". We characterize the X.~,-perfect graphs for a number of hereditary proper- 
ties 2 ,  thereby proving analogs of the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture. We also 
prove an inversion theorem which finds all hereditary families ~ whose X~,-perfect 
graphs are a given set of graphs. 
1.1. Background 
Perfect graphs were first introduced by Ikrge in 1960, and since that time'have 
received intense interest in the graph theory community. A graph G is perfect provided 
each of its induced subgraphs H satisfies the equ~don x(H) = co(H) where X is the 
chromatic number and co is the clique number, i.e., the maximum number of pairwise 
adjacent vertices in H. 
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One reason for this interest is that many families of graphs which naturally arise in 
applications (e.g., bipartite, chordal, comparability, interval) are indeed perfect. The 
considerable knowledge collected about these special classes has been used to give 
insight and evidence for new conjectures about perfect graphs. In particular, poly- 
nomial-time algorithms are known for finding the chromatic numbers of chordal, 
comparability and interval graphs [9], yet this problem is NP-complete for general 
graphs [8]. Gr6tschel et el. [10] have developed a polynomial-time algorithm for 
solving the chromatic number problem (i.e., given a graph G and an integer k, decide if 
x(G) <~ k) a for perfect graphs in general. 
The tbremost open problem concerning perfect graphs is Berge's Strong Perfect 
Graph Conjecture (SPGC), which characterizes the perfect graphs in terms of forbid- 
den induced subgraphs [1]. 
Conjecture I (SPGC). The minimal imperfect graphs are the odd cycles on 5 or more 
vertices and the complements of odd cycles on 5 or more vertices. 
~n trying to prove the SPGC, authors have taken a variety of approaches. Lovfisz 
was able to prove that perfection is invariant under graph complementation, a result 
implied by the SPGC which is now known as the perfect graph theorem (PGT} [143. 
Theorem 2 (PGT). A graph G is perfect ~'its complement G is perfect. 
Other authors have proved the SPGC for restricted families of graphs, such as 
(K4-edge)-free, planar and claw-free graphs [17,18,21]. A different approach is to 
focus on the minimal imperfect graphs (which, according to the SPGC, would be the. 
odd cycles, and their complements, on 5 or more vertices). A number of structural 
conditions for such graphs have been determined [2,15,16]. 
In this paper we define and study a generalization f graph perfection that we call 
"Z ~-perfection". Our definition brings together the area of perfect graphs with that of 
the ~-chromatic number (which simultaneously generalizes the chromatic number 
and such variants as vertex arboricity, vertex thickness and the cochromatic number). 
Cai and Corneil [5,6] are studying a generalization f perfection which they call 
"i-perfection". Their/-perfection is the same as our ;~-perfection when we restrict 
attention to the properties ,~ = Free(K~+ 1 ). 
!.2. Ot'erview of results 
.__ 
In Section 2we define what it means for a graph to be {generalized) ;~ ~-peffect and 
collect some basic results about ;~¢-perfection. 
And also the related clique problem, independent seproblem and clique covering problem. 
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With that background we concentrate on answering the following questions. 
(1) What is the set of perfect graphs.'? While this question is unresolved {see 
Conjecture lk we can find the set of Z~,-peffect graphs (denoted ~*)  for a number of 
specific properties ~. For example, when .~ = {acyclic graphs} we have ~*  = {chor- 
dal graphs} {see Theorem 10), i.e., a graph is "acyclic-perfect" if and only if it is 
chordal. Such characterizations are analogs of the SPGC. In Section 3 we list the 
theorems themselves; the proofs appear in [20]. 
(2) Can we characterize one class of generalized perfect graphs from another? 
Indeed we can; the ?,r-free restriction theorem {in Section 3) enables us to calculate 3"  
given ,~* for many hereditary families 0~ __q ~.  We think of the properties .~ as 
"restricted versions" of ~. The ~-free restriction theorem also singles out the proper- 
ties Free{K,) for n >~ 2 as playing a key role in determining ~*  for all hereditary 
properties ~.  We discuss this connection and give a partial characterization of
{Free(K,))* for n/> 3 (the case n = 2 is the SPGC). 
(3) Can a given set of graphs z~ be recognized as the set of Z,,-perfect graphs for 
some property ,~? If so, what are all such properties ~?  We call this the inverting 
perfection problem since it seeks to invert the function • :.~ ~ ~*. Returning to our 
example, if d = {chordal graphs} then ~*  = .~ ifand only if,~ = {chord~t graphs} or 
• ~P = {chordal graphs} ta Free(K,) for some n ~. 3. Note that for n = 3 we recover the 
property ~ = {acyclic graphs}. In Section 4 we solve the inverting perfection problem 
in general; the solution takes the same form as the one in our example although the 
restrictions on n can be different. 
In Section 5 we discuss open problems and suggest directions for future 
research. 
2. Generalized perfect graphs - preliminaries 
2.1. Notation 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts in graph theory. Any 
definitions that are omitted here can be found in ['3] or any other standard text on 
graph theory. 
All graphs in this paper are assumed to be finite and undirected, with no loops or 
multiple edges and with nonempty vertex sets. We do not distinguish between 
isomorphic graphs. 
A graph H is an induced subgraph of G, denoted H ~< G, if V(H) ~_ V(G) and E(H) 
r. ~nsists of exactly those edges of G with both endpoints in V(H). If H is induced in 
G and H :6 G, then we write H < G; we write G['X] to denote the induced subgraph of 
G with vertex set X ~_ V(G). 
The chromatic number x(G) is the minimum number of colors needed to color the 
vertex set V(G) properly, i.e., so that no two adjacent vertices get the same color. 
Alternatively, x(G) is the minimum size of a partition V(G) = Vt u V2 u ... u Vk so that 
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for each i, the iaduced subgraph G[Vi] is edgeless. The clique number o~(G) is the 
number of vertices in a largest complete subgraph induced in G. A graph G is perfect 
provided x(H) = co(H) for all induced subgraphs H ~< G. 
We will refer frequently to graph properties ~ (also called classes or families), which 
are defined to be sets of graphs. A nontrivial property is one which is not equal to the 
empty set. We say a property ~ is hereditary if it is closed uader taking induced 
subgraphs, i.e, if G c 3 ~ and H ~< G together imply that H ¢ ,~. All properties we 
consider will be hereditary and nontrivial. 
I f~  is a hereditary property, G is called a minimal forbidden (or just forbidden)graph 
for ~ if G¢~ but H e ~ for all proper induced subgraphs H < G. Denote the set of 
minimal forbidden graphs for ~ by Forb (2); thus Forb(~) = {G: G¢~ but H ~ ~ for 
all H < G}. As an example, the family .~ = {acyclie graphs}, has Forb(~) = {C,: 
r/> 3 }, where C, is the cycle on r vertices. For a sot of graphs .~" we also write 
Free(~F)={G: F gG for all FE,~'}. In particular, : F= Forb(~) implies that 
= Free(~), and ~ = Free(~') implies that Forb(~) ~ :~'. A property ~ can be 
expressed as ~ = Free (~') if and only if ~ is hereditary. 
2.2. Basic definitions 
A generalization f the chromatic number has been investigated by many authors 
r4,11,13]. 
Definition 3. The ~-chromatic number X~,(G) is the minimum size of a partition 
V(G) = Vt u V2 u ... uV~ so that for each i we have G[V~] ¢ 2. 
The partition itself is called a g-coloring using k colors. The vertices in V~ are 
considered to receive color i, and thus the condition Gl'WI ~ ~ for all i translates to 
the restriction that "each color class induces a graph in ~". When ~ is the set of 
edgeless graphs, X,~, reduces to the ordinary chromatic number. Other specific 
instances of X~, which have been studied include: vertex arboricity (~ = {acyclic 
graphs}), vertex thickness (~={planar  graphs}), and cochromadc number 
(.~ = cliquesuedgcless graphs). For example, if.~ = {acyclic graphs} then the cycle 
C4 cannot be g-colored with just 1 color because C4 is not acyclic. However, any 
partition of its vertex set into 2 nonempty parts yields a valid ~-coloring, thus 
Z~(¢,) = 2. 
We next generalize the clique number co. Our definition is motivated by the 
observation that co(G) is not only the number of vertices in a largest clique in G, but 
also the largest chromatic number of a clique in G, that is, 
co(G) = max{x(K): K ~< G and K is a clique}. 
The advantage to this !a'.te. ~ definition is that it easily generalizes. 
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Definition 4. The ~-clique number of G, denoted co~,(G), is defined as 
co(G) = max{7~,(K): K ~< G and K is a clique}. 
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It is now natural to define the following generalization of perfection. 
Definition 5. A graph G is Z,-perfect if x~(H) = ~, (H)  for all induced subgraphs 
H ~< G. We denote the set of X~,-perfect graphs by ~*.  
I fa  graph G is not in ~*,  we say it is x~-imperfect. Moreover, ifG ~*  but H e ~*  
for all H < G, then G is a minimal X~,-imperfect graph. 
It is not hard to see that the ~-chromatic number and the ~-clique number are 
well-defined for all hereditary properties ~.  Furthermore, if G is any graph, then 
~,,(G) and c0p(G) are integers between 1 and IV(G)[ (inclusive). 
2.3. Preliminary results 
In this section we collect some basic results about ;G,, ~ and ~*  that will be used 
later in the paper. In most cases the results are easy consequences ofdefinitions, and 
thus we omit the proofs. For a more complete treatment, see [20]. 
Profesltion 6. 
(a) For the property ~ = {edgeless graphs}, the definitions of Z.,, co~, and Z.,,-perfection 
reduce to those of Z, co, and perfection, respectively. Thus Z~,-perfection is indeed 
a generalization of(ordinary) graph perfection. 
(b) For any hereditary property ~, ifH <~ G then Z~,(H) <~ Z~,(G), and ,~,(H) <~ cop(G). 
(c) For all hereditary properties ~ and all graphs G, we have co~,(G) <~ X,(G). 
(d) For all hereditary properties ~, the set ~*  of Z~-perfect graphs is also hereditary. 
(e) l f  ~ is a hereditary p'wperty and G is a graph, then G e ~ if and only if x.~(G) = 1. 
(f) l f  .~ is a hereditary property then ~ ~ ~*,  that is, all graghs in ~ are Z~-perfect. 
(g) For all hereditary properties ~, we have Kn E ~*  for all integers n >1 1. 
(h) I f  ~ is a hereditary property, then ~*  = ~ if and oon!~y if the class ~ contains all 
cliques. 
(i) I f  :~ is any hereditary property then (:-~*)* = ~*.  
2.3.1. Computing ¢o~,(G) 
We conclude this section on preliminaries with a proposition that allows us to find 
co.(G) directly from co(G). 
Definition 7. Let ¢o(~) be the number of vertices in a largest clique in hereditary ~,  if 
such a clique exists, and write co(~) = c¢ otherwise. 
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Thus i fg  contains all cliques then co(g) = ~ and if not, ¢-(~) = m where Km ~ g 
but Kin+ ~g.  Note that co(g) is well-defined for all hereditary properties g because, 
Kin+ 1~;~ implies that Kueg  for all M/> m + 1. 
Proposition 8. For any graph G, 
1. I f  o J (g)= ~ then ~, (G)= I. 
2. l f  oJ(g) < ~,  then ~,(G)  = ~oJ(G)/co(g)]. 
Proof. ' If co(B) = ~ then Km ~ .~? for all m ~> 1. Thus z,(K,,) = 1 for all m/> 1 and 
co,(G) = 1 for all graphs G. 
Otherwise, let m = o~(~). Recall that ¢o.,(G) = max{z.,(K)} where the maximum is 
taken over all cliques K with K ~< G. This maximum is attained at K, where K~ is 
a largest clique in 6;, because for all other cliques K in G. we have K ~< K, and thus 
Z.~,(K) <~ Z~,.(K~) (Proposition 6{b)). Therefore, ~,(G) = Z.~,(K~) with n = ~o(G). To 
find g.~(K~), note that in any g-coloring of K~, each color class might contain up to 
m vertices ifn 1> m (Kin ~ .~), but no color class can contain more (K,+ ~ ¢.~). Therefore, 
¢o~(G) = z~(K~) = ~n/m~ = ['¢0(G)/¢0(~)'l. []  
3. Strong perfect graph theorems 
3.!. Finding .~P* 
In this section we characterize .~* for a number of hereditary properties 8 .  Often 
our characterizations take the form of a list of the minimal Z.,-imperfect graphs. These 
theorems are analogs to the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture (Conjecture 1) which 
asserts that the minimal imperfect graphs are the odd holes and odd anti-holes on 5 or 
more vertices. 
The properties .~ for which we have succeeded in finding 8"  have an important 
feature in common: each ofthe minimal g,-imperfect graphs has ~,  = 1. In contrast, 
when ~ is the set of edgeless graphs, C2~+ l is a minimal imperfect graph and has 
¢~(C2h+ ~)= ¢~(C2h÷ t )= k for each k/> 2. Thus we are motivated to makq, ~ the 
following definition. 
Definition 9. A hereditary property :~ is called unit-based if each minimal z,-imper- 
feet graph G has ¢~,{G) = I. 
Once a property ~ is, classified as unit-based, we are given a lot of information 
about the minimal £o-imperfect graphs. In many unit-based cases, we have poly- 
nomial-time algorithms to list the minimal Z,,-imperfect graphs and to determine if
a given graph is Z.~-perfe, ct. Thus proving that a property ~ is unR-based isa big step 
towards actually finding ~*. In [19, 20:] we prove a generalization fthe perfect graph 
theorem which holds ior unit-based properties. 
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The proofs of the following theoreras are omitted since many of them are lengthly 
and all are given in [20]. In [20], polynomial-time algorithms to determine member- 
ship in ~*  are given for the properties of Theorems 12 and 13. 
Theorem 10. For the property ~ = {acyclic graphs}, we have ~*  = {chordal graphs}. 
Theorem 11. The property ~- -  {unicyclic graphs} is unit.based, that is, all minimal 
z ~.imperfect graphs have ta ~ = 1. Moreover, the only minimal Z~-imperfect graphs are 
those shown in Fig. 1. 
Note that in Fig. 1 the small dots indicate that the cycles may be of any length. 
Theorem 12. Let ~ = { G: A (G) <<. t} for a fixed positive integer t. Then ~ is unit-based. 
Moreover, G is Z~-perfect if and only if for every v e V(G) either d(v) <~ t or v is 
simplieial. 
Note that ift = 0 we have ~ = {G: A(G) ~< 0} = {edgeless graphs} and so ~*  is the 
set of (ordinary)perfect graphs. Unfortunately, the proof of Theorem 12 breaks down 
in the case t = 0 and thus does not resolve the SPGC. Indeed its conclusion, ~*  = { G: 
for all v ~ V either v is simplicial or v is an isolated vertex}, is false in that case. 
Theorem 13. The following property is unit-based: ~ = {G: f(IV(G)I, IE(G)I) <~ t} 
where t is a fixed real number, and f is a function that satisfies 
• a < c and b < d =~f(a,b) <f(c,d), 
• a <<. c and b <~ d =~f(a,b) <~f(c,d). 
of(2,1) <<. t (i.e., K2 ~ ~). 
The property "bounded number of edges", that is, ~ = {G: [E(G)I ~< t} for t ~> 1, is 
an example of a family that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 13 (with f (x ,y)  = y). 
A proof of Theorem 13 in that instance is given in [19]. 
Theorem 14. The property ~ = {G: the maximum eigenvalue of G is at most t} = {G: 
p( A(G)) <<. t} is unit-based for any fixed positive integer t. 
G'~ G2 a3 G~ 
Fig. !. Minimal ~'o-imperfcct graphs for ~ = .hmicyclic graphs}. 
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It is not clear, a priori, that the property "maximum cigenvalue" ofTheorem 14 is 
even hereditary. The fact that ~ = {G: p(A(G)) ~< t} is hereditary follows from the 
"interlacing ¢igenvalue theorem" in matrix theory which can be found as Theorem 
4.3.8 in [12]. 
3.2. ~-free restrictions 
In this section, we extend our characterizations f ~(~,-peffect graphs. In particular, 
we characterize the Z~-peffect graphs, where .~ is a variant of a property ~ whose 
perfect graphs are already known. Recall that for a set of graphs .~" we write 
Frce(~) =- {G: H ~ G for all H ¢ kr}. 
Theorem 15 (~%free r striction). Let ~ be a nontriv~al, hereditary property, and let 3F be 
a set of graphs that satisfies: 
(I) ~r _q ~, and 
(2) K=¢~ for all m. 
l f  3 = ~Frce(~' )  then ~* ~. ~*~Free(~)  that is. 
G is Z~-perfect ~ G is Z~,-perfect and G ~ Frce(~'). 
Condition (1) is an "irredundancy" condition; there is no point in forbidding 
something that is already excluded. Thus it places no substantive r striction on .~. 
Condition (2) ensures that ¢o(~) ~ ¢o(3) and therefere that cow,G) ~- ¢o~(G) for any 
graph G (see Proposition 8). 
The proof of Theorem 15 is not too difficult and can be found in [19]. 
Corollary 16. I f  ~ and ~ are nontriviai hereditary properties with to(g) ~ co(~) then 
(~n,~)* ~. ~* nFrec(,~') where ~ ~- {G:G ¢ ~ and G~}.  
Note that the condition "~o(~) ~< ~o(~)" is not restrictive since for any two proper- 
ties .~,~ and 3 we have either oJ(~) ~< ~o(~) or ~(.~) ~< ~(.~). 
ProoL Write ~f~3 ~ ~f~Frce(~) where ~r : {G: G ¢ .~ and 6¢.~}. There cannot 
be any cliques in ~, since any clique in ;~ is also in 3 by the assumption co(:~) ~< ~(3). 
In addition, ~ ~ 2.  Therefore, Theorem 15 applies and yields the desired result: 
3.3. The classes K.-free 
Our ambitious goal is to find 2"  for all hereditary classes 2,  In doing so we should 
take advantage of the ~r-frea restriction theorem (Theorem 15) which finds the 
Z~-porfect graphs when ,~ is a variant of ~ and 2"  is known. The following two-step 
method would characterize the X,~-perfect graphs for all hereditary properties 2. First 
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we find a minimal set ~ of base properties, o that i f : *  is known for ~ach ~ ~ ~,  th~n 
* can be computed (via Theorem 15) for all bercditary properties ~. Then we find 
: *  for every .~ ~ ~. 
The first step is not too difficult. In the next thcorcm we show that the only such 
base set ~ is the set of properties {Frce(K,): n ~ 2} togctber with the property 
,~ = {all graphs}. However, finding (Fr~(K,))* appears to be quite difficult. In tbe 
case n = 2 we have Frcc(K,) = {edgeless graphs}, and thus finding ,~  would r~olve 
the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture. We devote the main portion of this section to 
giving some partial characterizations of (Frce(K,))* 
3.3.1. The significance of  finding (Frce(Ka))* 
Thco~m 17. Let ~ be the set of properties {Free(K,): n ~ 2}~{~;}, where ~ = {all 
graphs}. Then all hereditary properties :~ are either in ~ or can be written 
.~ = ~c~Frce(~F) where .~ ~ ~ and ~ satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem i5. 
Moreover, none of the properties in ~ can be expressed as such an ~-free restriction of 
any other property. 
Proof. Let .,~ be a hereditary property. If oJ(.~) ~- oo, then .~ contains all cliques, and 
,~ = :~nFrce(~)  where ,~ ~- {all graphs} and ~F = {G: G¢.~}. Clearly ~ ~_ d ,  and 
Km¢~ for all m, because Km ~ ,~ for all m. Hence in this case, ~ satisfies conditions (1) 
and (2) of Theorem 15. 
Otherwise, ¢o(.~) = n - 1 for some integer n ~ 2, which means that K._ 1 ~ -~ but 
Kn¢.~. Thus .~ = Frc~(Kn)c~Frc¢(~') where ~ = {G: G ~ Frcc(Ka) and G¢.~}. It is 
clear that ~ ~_ Frcc(K.). Furthermore, K ¢Frce(Kn) for m ~ n and K,, E .~ for m < n, 
hence there arc no cliques in Ac. So again the conditions of Tbeorcm 15 arc met, and 
the main part of Theorem 17 is proved. 
Recall that if.~ is an A~'-frce restriction o f~,  as in Theorem 15, then ¢o(~) = ~o(~), 
and .~ ~ ~. The property Frcc(K~) has oJ(Free(Ka)) = n - 1. Any other hereditary 
property ~ with ¢o(~) = n - 1 is a subset of Frce(K.). Therefore, F r~ (Kn) cannot be 
written as an ~-frc¢ restriction of anotber property. Similarly, the property ,~ ffi {all 
graphs} is not a subset of any other property, so it too cannot be written as an ~r-frc¢ 
restriction. This justifies the last sentence of the theorem. []  
Proposition 6(h) tells us that ~*  = ~,  and that in fact .~* = .~ for all ~- f r~ 
restrictions of ~ .  Hence all that remains in our two-step approach is to find 
(Fr~(K~))* for n ~ 2. We state this as a corollary. 
Corollary 18. In order to characterize ~*  for e~ry hereditary property ~,  it suffices to 
find (Frc~(K.))* for all n ~ 2. 
We have not been able to find (Free(K.))* for any n ~) 2, and this appears to be a 
difficult problem. In particular, finding (Frce(K2))* would resolve the Strong Perfect 
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Graph Conjecture (SPGC). Nonetheless, we have some partial results in charac- 
terizing (Free(Kn))* for n 1> 2. 
In order to avoid double subscripts, we use the notation x,(G) to mean z~(G), and 
oJ.(G) to mean ¢o,(G), where ~ = Free(K.). 
3.3.2. Partial characterizations of (Free(K.))* 
We will see in Corollary 24 that if the SPGC is true, a z.-impeffect graph must 
contain an odd hole C, or an odd anti-hole C,. Thus we begin our study of the class 
(Free(K.))* by focusing on the odd anti-holes. The next lemma tells us exactly which 
complements of cycles (~,,) arc in iFree(K,))* and the theorem following it gives 
a more general result. After that ~e state a theorem concerning the relationship 
between (Free(K,))* and (Free(Kin))* and discuss its connection to the SPGC. 
m 
Lemma 19. The anti-hole C, is a minimal z.-imperfect graph/fr = I mod(2n - 2) and 
r > 2n - 1, and is Z,-perfect otherwise. 
Note that in the case n = 2. Lemma 19 states that C, is a minimal imperfect graph if 
and only if r is odd and greater than 3 (which agrees with the SPGC). 
To prove Lemma 19, it suffices to show: 
1. X,,(C"~,) .-~ m,(C--~) iffr m I mod(2n - 2) and r > 2n - 1. 
2. For all r and all H < C,, we have x.(H) = ~.(H). 
Preofof Lemma 19. Recall that ~(Free(K.)) = n - 1, so (o,(G) = [¢o(G)/(n - 1)'] for 
all graphs G. 
Port !: If r ~< 2n - I then the largest clique in ~,, is at most K._ ~. In this case, 
C, e Free(K.) and so C, is Z.-perfect by Proposition 6(f). 
Now assume r > 2n - I. In a X.-coloring of C ,  each color class can have at most 
2n - 2 vertices, with equality if the vertices are taken consecutively around the cycle, 
SO 
x.(C,)= ~ . 111 
The maximum clique in C, is Lr/2] and thus 
l 
• | .  121 
We now compare Eqs. (1) and (2). Write r ~- (2n-  2)q + s where q ~ I and 
0 ~ s < 2n - 2. Then 
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and 
[( = (n -  l )q + • 
[ [;l,,'-,l {: " ' - - °° "  
= q + " = + 1 otherwise. 
The quantitie__ss z,(C,) and ¢on(C~) are unequal exactly when s = 1. Thus if r > 2n - 1, 
we have z,(C,) # o&(C,) iff r - 1 mod(2n - 2). This completes the proof of Part 1. 
Part 2: Let H < C--~, so H ~< P, and thus H ~< P,. Let the components of H have 
vertex sets Vt, V, . . . . .  V~. [Thus I/1 u V2v -.. vVh = V(H)  = V(H).] 
Cla im ! .  
c~,,(H) = [ ~.['lVd/2]. 1 1 
Proof. For each i, the largest clique in H[V~ ] has ['1V4/21 vertices. For i # j ,  every 
vertex of V~ is adjacent to every vertex of V~ in H. Therefore, 
~(H) = ~ FIV4/21 
i=l 
and so 
I" )l I' oMH)= ~ = ~['IVH!21- 1 . El. 
i=l 
Claim 2, 
Z,,(H) ~< Z['I~I/2]" • 
i=  1 
Proof. List the vertices of H in the following order: 
-~I.I,Xl.2, .-.,Xl.tgtl, ...gXk. l,Xk.2 ...,Xk.IVKI, 
where for each i, the vertices in V~ are listed so that xi.s " x~.~ . . . . .  x~.)v4 in H ~< P,. 
Place a "dummy" vertex after the last vertex of V~ whenever [ V~I is odd. 
Color the vertices of H as follows: put the first 2n - 2 vertices on the list (including 
dummies) in color class 1, the next 2n - 2 vertices in color class 2, etc., until all the 
vertices are used. This gives a valid Kn-free coloring, because in each color class, at 
most half the vertices are in a clique together, i.e., the largest clique has at most 
(2n - 2)/2 = n - 1 vertices. 
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To count the number of vertices in the list (including dummies), we add the term 
I UI, if I Vd is even, and the term t t ' i [+ 1, if ] Vii is odd, for 1 ~< i ~< k. Thus the total 
number of vertices is ~= 1 ['l V~]/2"]" 2. Since each color class receives 2n - 2 vertices 
(with the possible exception of the last one), the number of colors used is 
Therefore, 
as desired. []  
Combining the results of Claims 1 and 2 gives the inequality x.(H) ~< oJ,(H). The 
reverse inequality comes from Proposition 6(c), hence we get the equality desired in 
Part 2. This completes the proof of Lemma 19. []  
Definition 20. For graphs G and H with disjoint vertex sets, tbejoin G V H of G and 
H is the graph with vertex set V(G V H) ~- V(G)u V(H) and edge set E(G V H) ,~ 
E(G)uE(H)u  {(x,y): x e V(G) and y e V(H)}. 
In Lemma 19 we determined exactly which odd anti-holes C, are minimal X,- 
imperfect graphs. The following theorem is a more general result which shows that 
any sufficiently large odd anti-hole can be made to be a minimal x,-imperfect graph by 
joining it to an appropriate sized clique. The result was inspired by L. Cai's observa- 
tion (personal communication) that the graph ~ V K~ is a minimal xs-imperfect 
graph. 
Theorem 21. Let n ~ 2 be any integer, r be an odd integer, and let r' = r mod(2n - 2), 
so that r' is odd with I <~ r' < 2n - 2. I f  r > 2n - I then the graph C, V K~ is a minimal 
xn-imperfect graph, where 
{~ if r '= l ,  
s-~ -- (r' + 1)/2 /f r' > 1. 
m 
I f  r <~ 2n -- 1 (and r odd) then C, V Ki is xn-imperfect for all ! > O. 
Note that if a graph is a minimal x.-imperfect graph, then all its proper induced 
subgraphs are X.-perfect, and all graphs it is induced in are xm-impe~ect Hence, as the 
following example illustrates, Theorem 21 can be used to determine xactly which 
graphs of the form C, V K~ are X,-perfect for r > 2n - 1. 
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Example 22. Consider the property Frec(Kl~) (i.e., n = 17) and the odd anti-hole 
C, where r=41. Then 2n-2=32 and r ~9(mod2n-2) ,  so r '=9 .  Thus s= 
17 - 5 = 12, and by Theorem 21 we know that C41 V K 12 is a minimal Zl~-imperfcct 
graph. We conclude that C41 V Kz is Zl~-perfcct if and only if i < 12. 
Proof of Theorem 21. Recall that ~(Free(Ka)) = n - 1, so o~m(G) = r~(G)/(n - 1)] 
for all graphs G. If r is odd and r <~ 2n - 1 then it is not too hard to modify the 
m 
argument in the proof of Lemma 19 (Part 2) to show that Cr V K I is Za-peffCCt for all 
! ~ 0. Hence we restrict attention to the case of r > 2n - 1. 
I f r '  = 1, then s = 0 and so C, V Ks = C,. In this case, the hypothesis of Lemma 19 
are satisfied, and so Cr V Ks is a minimal z~-imperfcct graph by the conclusion of that 
lemma. 
Now assume 3 ~< r' < 2n - 2 and let s = n - (r' + 1)/2. Write r = (2n - 2)q + r' 
where q ~> 1 is an integer. In the interest of shortening notation, let G = C, V Ks. 
To prove Theorem 21, it suffices to show: 
1. x.(G) # co,(G), and 
2. Z~(H) = oJa(H) for every H < G. 
Proof of Part 1. A largest clique in G = C, V Ks consists of a largest clique in C, 
together with the entire clique Ks. Thus 
, o (G)=Lr /21+s=[(2n-  2)q +r ' ]  (2n -  2)q +r ' - I  
2 +s  2 +s  
since r' is odd. Then 
We next consider z~IG). In any ;G-coloring of G, each color class can have at most 
2n - 2 vertices, with equality if and only if the 2n - 2 vertices are taken consecutively 
around the anti-hole (7,. Since r = (2n - 2)q + r' with 3 ~< r' < 2n - 2, we can form 
m 
q ~ 1 such classes. We have r' vertices remaining in the C,, which induce a P,, in G, 
and all s vertices from the clique Ks which still need to be colored. The largest clique in 
the graph induced by these remaining vertices has rr'/21 + s vertices. Since r' is odd, 
r'/21 + s = (r' + 1)/2 + s = n. Thus the remaining vertices induce a graph which is 
not in Free(K,), and hence must be put into at least two color classes. Therefore, 
q + 2 <<, z,(G} ~ co,(G) = q + 1. This completes the proof of Part 1. 
Proof of Part 2. Let H be a graph strictly induced in G = C, V Ks. We will show that 
z,(H)=oJ,(H). Recall that r=(2n-2)q+r '  with 3<~r '<2n- -2  and 
s=n- ( r '+  1)/2. Thus 1 <~s<~n-2. 
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Case 1: H = C, V K, with 0 ~< t < s ~< n - 2. In this case, H is formed by deleting 
one or more vertices from the clique Ks in G, and not deleting any of the vertices from 
the anti-hole C,. Note that the inequalities 0~<t <s~<n-2  imply 
that - (n - 2) ~< t - s < 0 and thus 
t - -$  
- 1 < < 0. (3) 
n 1 
A largest clique in H consists of a largest clique in C, together with the entire K,. Thus 
2 +t=ln - l )q+- - -~- - -+t  
r '+ l  
=(n - -  l)q +----~-- - 1 +t  =(n - -  l )q+n- -s - -  I +t  
=(n- -  l ) (q+ 1) + t - - s .  
Hence 
ton(H)= n- - l [  +14~- -~_  1 =q+l ,  
where the final equality is justified by Eq. (3). 
Next we compute ~f,(H). We color the vertices of H as we did in the computation of
x~(G) in Part 1 of this proof. First we color {2n - 2)q vertices of the anti-hole C, using 
q colors. What remain are r' consecutive vertices in C, and the t vertices of the clique 
Kv The largest number of vertices which induce a clique in this remaining portion is 
1 +r'  
[ r ' /2 ]+t=~+t=n-s+t<<.n-  1 
since r' is odd, and t < s. Hence the remaining vertices induce a graph in Free(Kn) and 
can be colored with just 1 color. Thus z~(H) = q + I = ¢o~(H). 
Case 2: H = H' V KI where H' <~ P, and t ~ s. In this case, H is formed from G by 
deleting one or more of the vertices in the odd anti-hole C, and perhaps ome of the 
vertices in the clique K~. Note that H'  has the same form as the graph H in Part 2 of 
the proof of Lemma 19. As in that proof, we let the components o fH '  ~< P, have vertex 
sets VI, V2 . . . . .  Vk, and obtain co(W) = Y ~=t['lVd/21. Write 
2.oJ(H') = ~ rt vd/27.2 = m(2n - 2) + ! 
i~ l  
with m >i 0 and ! an even number satisfying 0 ~ ! ~< 2n-  3. Then oJ(H')= 
m(n - 1) + i/2. Since to(H) = co(W) + o~(K,), we have 
+l'l/2+tl ¢Oli-l) = m(n  -- I) + 112 + r and  e,,,(m -- ,n I-C2-i-_ i I. 
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Now write t = (n - 1)u + t' with 0 ~< t' ~< n - 2. Note that 
2n - 3 
!/2 + t' ~< ~ + n - 2 < 2n - 3. (4} 
Hence 
• F l l2+t ' l  I m+u i f i=t '=O,  
i =Im+.+, 
+u+2 i fn - l< l /2+t '<~2n-4 .  
Next we compute z,(H). As in the proof of Claim 2 we list the vertices of H'  and put 
in dummy vertices as necessary. There are ~.~= ~FI vd/27" 2 = m(2n - 2) + 1 vertices 
on the list, including dummies. Color the first m(2n - 2) of them using m colors as 
discussed ill the proof of Claim 2. Next color (n - l)u of the vertices in the clique 
K¢ using u colors (i.e., each color class induces a K,_ 1 which is in Frcc(K,)). So far we 
have used m + u colors, and we are left with I ~< 2n - 3 consecutive vertices (including 
dummies) from our list of vertices in H'~< P,, and t'~< n-  2 vertices from the 
clique K,. 
By Eq. (4) we know that !/2 + t '~  2n-  4, hence we need only consider the 
following three cases. 
• If ! = t' = 0 then there are no vertices remaining, and ~.(H) ~< m + u = co.(H). 
• If 0 ~< !/2 + t' ~< n - 1, then the remaining vertices induce a graph which is in 
Free(K,) (i.e., its largest clique has size Fl/2] + t' <, !/2 + t' + 1/2 < n). Hence 
x,(H) ~< m + u + 1 = to,(H). 
• I f  n - 1 < I/2 + t' ~< 2n - 4, then x.(H) ~< m + u + 2 since giving the ! vertices of 
H'  one color, and the t' vertices of the clique a second color produces a valid 
coloring. Again ;~,(H) ~< o~,(H). 
In all cases we have x,(H) ~< to,(H). The revers~ inequality follows from Proposi- 
tion 6(c). thus z,(H) = o~,(H) and we have completed the proof of Theorem 21. [] 
The next theorem, which is due to Cai and Corneil [6], tells us when X,-perfect 
graphs are ,~m-perfect. 
Theorem 23 (Cai and Corneil [6]). For all integers n, m >I 2~ 
(Free(K.))* ~_ (Free(Kin))* /ff (n - 1)l(m - 1). 
Moreover, if (n - l)l(m - 1) but m ~ n, then the inclusion (Free(K,))* ~ (Free(K,))* 
is strict. 
The complete proof of Theorem 23 can be found in [20, 6]. Note that for n = 2 the 
property Free(K.) generates the (ordinary) perfect graphs. Thus Theorem 23 has the 
following important corollary. 
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Corollary 24. l f  G is a perfect graph, then G is X.-perfect for all n >t 2. 
When Corollary 24 is combined with the .~r-frec restriction theorem (Theorem 15), 
we can determine whether a perfect graph is X~-perfect for any hereditary property 3. 
This is particularly useful if.~* is not known. 
Corollary 25 (When is a perfect graph X.-perfect?). Let 3 be any hereditary property 
and G be any perfect graph. 
1. Ifco(.~)= ov tbenG¢3*  ~ G¢3.  
2. If¢o(3) = n - 1 < or, then write 3 = Free(K.)c~ Free(.~) where ~ ~_ Free(K,) and 
K.¢Yf fo r  all m. In this case, G ¢ 3* ~. G ¢ Free(.~). 
Proof. The first part follows from Proposition 6(h). For the second part, let G 
be a perfect graph and 3 be as in the hypothesis of Corollary 25. Then 
3*=(Free(K . ) ) * faFrec(~)  by Theorem 15. Since G~_{peffect graphs}= 
(Free(K2))*, Theorem 23 implies that G¢(Frce(Km))* for all m~2.  Hence 
G e .~* ~ G e Free(~). E] 
Another important consequence of Theorem 23 is that it may help ~s to find 
x.-imperfect graphs. If we assume the SPGC is true, then all x~-imperfect graphs must 
have an induced odd hole or odd anti-hole on 5 or more vertices. The minimal 
x,-imperfect graphs of Theorem 21 do indeed contain odd anti-holes. In fact, for each 
n >~ 2 and each odd r > 2n - 1, there is a minimal x,-imperfect graph containing 
C,. On the other hand, if we could find a minimal x~-imperfect graph with no induced 
odd hole and no induced odd anti-hole, then we would have a counterexample to the 
SPGC. 
4. Inverting perfection 
We can think of the • operator as function , :2  ~-~ 2"  whose domain is the set of 
nonempty hereditary properties ~. The image of • is a set consisting of properties 
that are hereditary (by Proposition 6(d)) and have oJ(3) = ~ (by Proposition 6(g)). 
In fact, all such properties are in the image o f ,  since 3"  = 3 for hereditary properties 
3 with co(3) = ~ (Proposition 6(h)). 
However, • is not a i - I  function: by Theorem 10 we know that {acyclic 
graphs}*= {chordal graphs}, and by Proposition 6(d) we know that {chordal 
graphs}* = {chordal graphs}. Thus we consider the problem of finding the inverse 
image under • of a family ~. 
In Section 3 we examined questions of the form: given a hereditary property ~, find 
2*. Now we consider the inverse problem. 
Inverting perfection W ~  Given a hereditary.class 3 with oJ(3) -~ ~,  find all 
hereditary properties ~ with ~*  = 3. 
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In the next section we present the inverting perfection theorem, which characterizes 
those properties ~ with 2"  =.~. Afterwards we apply it to many specific 
classes 2. 
4.1. The inverting perfection theorem 
Theorem 26 (Inverting perfection). Let 3. and ~ be hereditary classes of graphs o that 
.~ contains all cliques, and let ~ be the set Forb(3) of minimal forbidden graphs for .~. 
Then 2"  = ~ if and only if either 
• ~- /~,or  
• ~ ~ Free (K,)ra3 and n ~ 2 satisfies 
1..~ ~_ (Free(K,))*, and 
2. for all F ¢ :F, either F ~ Free(K,) or F~(Free(K,))*. 
Proof. Recall our notation .~ = Free(,~) where ~ = Forb(.~) is the minimal set of 
graphs not in .~. Hence 
Free(K,)ta~ = Frec(K.)c~ Free(~') = Free(K.)taFreeb~'taFre¢ (K.)). (5) 
( =~ ) For the forward direction, assume that 2"  = -~. If to(g) = oo then ~ con- 
tains all cliques, and by Proposition 6(h) we know that ~ = 2"  = .~. Otherwise 
ta(,~) = n - 1 < o0 and there exists a set 5 ,  such that ~ = Free(K,)r~Frc¢(~), 
where ~ ~_ Free(K,) and there are no cliques in 5 .  By Theorem 15, we have 
2"  = (Free(K,))*c~Free(~'). (6) 
But by hypothesis, 2"  = .~ = Free(5), so we obtain 
(Free(K.),~*taFrce(~) = Free(~). (7) 
It is clear from (7) that ~. = Frec(~) _ (Frec(K.))*, so condition I in the inverting 
perfection theorem is satisfied. 
We next show 
Free(~) = Fr~(~taFree(K.)) .  (8) 
For the forward containment, suppose there is a graph G ~ Free(~') that is not in 
Free(~rr~ Free(K,)). Then there is some F ~ ~" such that F ¢ Free(K.), and F ~ G 
and F e Fre¢(~). But such an F would be in the left-hand side of (7) yet not in the 
right-hand side, giving a contradiction. 
Now suppose that there were a graph G¢ Free(~'raFree(K,)) that is not in 
Free(X). Thus there exists X ¢ ~c with X ~< G. We know that X ¢ Free(~" raFree(K.)) 
because G is, yet K, ~ X (by the assumption that ~'_~ Freo(K,)), therefore 
X ~ Fr~(~') .  This means that X is in the right-hand side of(7) but not in the left, 
again giving a contradiction. This establishes (8). 
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Our progress o far shows that either ~ = ~ or else (combining the expression for 
,~ given just above Eq. (6) with Eqs. (8) and (5)) ~ has the form 
= Free(K~)c~Free(~) = Free(K.)c~Free(~"c~Free(K.)) = Free(K~)~3" (9) 
with .~ ~_ (Free(K,))*. Thus ~ has the desired form ~ = Free(K,)~.~ and satisfies 
condition 1. It remains to show that condition 2 is satisfied. 
Note that 3 ~ c~ Free(K,) does not contain any cliques (since,~" = Forb(3") does not) 
and it is obviously a subset of Free(K,), hence Theorem 15 applies and we have 
* = (Free(K.))* ~ Free(.~" ~ Free(K.)). (10) 
To show that condition 2 is satisfied we must show that for all F e ~,  either 
F ~ Free(K,) or F~(Free(K,))*. Suppose (for the sake of a contradiction) that there 
exists F ~ ~" which contains a K,, and is in (Free(K,))*. Clearly F~Fc~Free(K,). 
Furthermore, no other graph F '¢  5c~Free(K,) can be induced in F, because ~" 
is the minimal set of forbidden graphs for 3" (i.e., if F1, F2 e =~', then F~ ~ F2). 
Therefore, F~Free(~c~Free(K,)),  and is in the right-hand side of (10). But 
F~Free(3 ~') =.~ =.~*, hence it is not in the left-hand side of (10), giving a 
contradiction. 
(.:=) Conversely, we show that if ~ has either of the forms given in Theorem 26, 
then ~*  = .~. If ~ = 3" then ~ contains all cliques, so by P~oposition 6(h), we have 
~*  = ~ = 3. as desired. 
We now consider ~=Free(K . )~=Free(K . )~Free( .~Free(K~))  where 
3" =_ (Free(K.))* and for all F e ~.  either F e Free(K.) or F~ (Frec(K.))*. As we 
have already observed, the set ~" ~ Free(K,) does not contain any cliques and is 
a subset of Free(K,), so Theorem 15 applies and we have Eq. (10) again. Since 
= Free(~'), we seek to show 
(Free(K.))* n Free(~ n Free(K.)) = Free(~'). (11) 
(_=) By hypothesis, we have Free(~')=3.~_(Free(Kn))*, and clearly 
Free(~-) c Free(~ c~ Free(K,)). 
(~_) Suppose that G~(Free(K,))* and G e Free(.~"c~Free(K,)) but that G~ 
Free(:F). Then there exists F e ~" with F ~< G. If it were the case that F e Free(K,), 
then we would have F ~ .~'c~Free(K,), contradicting the assumption that G is in 
Free(3~" c~ Free(K,)). Otherwise, by our hypothesis (about all graphs in ~'), it must be 
the case the F~(Free(K,))*, contradicting G ~ (Free(K,))*. Thus equality holds in 
(l 1) and the proof is complete. [] 
Corollary 27. l f  ~ is a hereditary property with ~*  = ~ and m(~)  = n - ! < ~ , then 
= Free(K,)n3". 
Proof. l f~*  = 3" then the property ~ must have one of the forms given in Theorem 
26, namely .~ = 0~ or ~ = Free(Km)c~3. for some m ~ 2. Since we are also given 
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oJ(2) = n - 1 < oo, we know that 2 # 3, because to(,~) = ~.  Thus 2 = 3m = 
Free(K,,)n3 for some m 1> 2. The property .~., has ~(3,~) = m - 1 for each m ~ 2, 
and therefore we must have 2 = 3,  = Free(K.)n3. [] 
It is tempting to try to use Theorem 26 to resolve the SPGC. However, the 
following example shows that the inverting perfection theorem is of no help. 
Example 28 (lm, erting perfection and the SPGC). Let 3 be the set of"Berge graphs", 
that is, 3 is the set of graphs with no induced odd hole or odd anti-hole on 5 or more 
vertices. The SPGC asserts that 3 = {perfect graphs}. In order to test this conjecture, 
we let 2 = {edgeless graphs} and ask whether 2"  ?- 3. 
Since co(2) = 1, we write 2 = Free(K2)n3 and note that ~" = Forb(.~) consists of 
the odd holes and odd anti-holes on 5 or more vertices. By Theorem 26, 2"  = :~ if and 
only if 
1.3 ~_ (Free(K,,))*, and 
2. for all F ¢ ~', either F ¢ Free(K2) or F¢(Free(K,))*. 
Unfortunately, these two conditions are exactly equivalent to the SPGC itself: the first 
(which is unresolved) states that all Berge graphs are perfect, and the second (which is 
easy to see) asserts that all odd holes and odd anti-holes are not perfect (dearly 
FeFree(K2) for all F ~ 3r). 
While the inverting perfection theorem does not tell us whether {edgeless 
graphs}* = {Berge graphs}, it does tell us exactly which other properties 2 have 
~*  = {Berge graphs}. 
Example 29 (Ber.qe graphs). As in the previous example, let 3 be the set of Berge 
graphs. If 2 = 3 then 2"  = 3 (the trivial case). The other possibility, according to 
Theorem 26, is 2 = Free(Kn)c~3 for some integer n ~> 2. We have already discussed 
the case n = 2 in the previous example, so assume n i> 3. Recall that ~- = {C~,+,: 
r ~ 2 } u { C2, + 1: r ~> 2 } and consider the odd anti-hole C2,+ 1. Clearly Kn ~< C2n + 1, so 
C2~÷ lCFree(K~). However, 2n + 1 - 3 ~ 1 mod (2n - 2) because n ~ 3, so 
C,~+ 1 ¢ (Free(K~))* by Theorem 19. This means that condition 2 in Theorem 26 is 
violated for all n I> 3. Therefore the only properties 2 for which 2"  = {Berge graphs} 
are the trivial case (2  = {Beige graphs}) and lvssibly 2 = {edgeless graphs} (if and 
only if the SPGC is true). 
4.2. Applications of  the inverting perfection theorem 
In this section we apply the inverting perfection theorem to many specific hered- 
itary properties 3 to find all 2 with 2"  = 2. Ir~ each case we obtain the trivial 
solution 2 = 3. By Theorem 26, the only other candidates are the properties 
3n = Free(K~)c~3. Therefore, the question remaining is to find those n/> 2 for which 
conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 26 are satisfied. 
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D~tinition 30. For each hereditary property 3- with to(3,) = ~,  let T~ = {n f> 2: 
3-* =3-}. 
In this new notation, Theorem 26 implies that ~*  = 3- if and only if ~ = 3, or 
= 3-, for some n ~ T~.  Example 29 tells us that for 3- = {Berge graphs} we have 
~{2} if the SPGC is true, 
T~ 
otherwise. 
From now on, our inversion results for the family.~ are given by finding T ,  It is not 
the purpose of this paper to find T~ for as many families 3- as possible. Rather, we 
choose hereditary families 3- with to(3-)= ~¢ that fall into one or more of the 
following categories: 
1. well-known hereditary families of graphs (e.g., k-colorable of Proposition 43), 
2. families that exhibit unusual behavior with respect o the inversion of • (e.g., the 
family 3- of Proposition 44 for which T~ = 0), 
3. families that arise as the set of perfect graphs of a property c~ studied in Section 3. 
Recall that in Section 3 we discuss analogs of the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture, 
that is, we find ~*  for various properties ,~. Part of our motivation for posing the 
inverting perfection problem is that once we find ;~'* for a hereditary property ~ we 
want to find all other .~ for which 3;* = ~*. Thus we are led to apply the inverting 
perfection theorem to properties 3- that have arisen as the set of perfect graphs for 
some family ~,  i.e., those that fall into the third category. 
For families 3- in the third category, we first state the relevant heorem of Section 
3 (i.e, we give a property ~ for which .~* = .~) and then we apply the inverting 
perfection theorem to 3-. 
For each of the families 3- we have considered, the set T~ either has T.~ = {k, k + 1, 
k + 2 .... } for some k ~> 2 or has I T~I ~< 1: we study these cases separately. 
4.3. Families ~ with T j  = {k,k + l ,k  + 2 .. . .  } 
One of the first hereditary properties we consider in Section 3 is ~ ~- {acyclic 
graphs} for which we find ~*  = {chordal graphs} (see Theorem 10). Now we apply 
Theorem 26 to the class 3- = {chordal graphs} to find all other properties ~ that have 
,~* = 3-. 
Proposition 31 (Chordal). For the class 3- = {chordal graphs} we have T~ = ~ 3, 4, 5 . . . .  } 
Proof. Consider d, = Free(K~)r~,~ where ~ = Forb(3-) = {C,: r >~ 4}. ~[fn .-- 2 then 
the cycle C~ ~ ,F is not in Free(K,) bat C~ ~ (Free(K~,))* = {perfect graphs}. This 
violates one of the conditions of Theorem 26, so 3-* ~ ,~. Next let n ;~ 3. In this case, 
for all F e .~" (i.e., F - C, for some r ~ 4) we have F ¢ Free(K~). Furthermore, since 
chorda! graphs are perfect ¢see Theore,a 4.11 in [9]) we have 
d = {chordal graphs} _.q {perfect graphs} = (Free(K2))* - (Free(K~))*, 
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where the last inclusion follows from Theorem 23. Hence the conditions of the 
inverting perfection theorem hold, and .~* = {chordal graphs} for n >/3, i.e., 
T~ = {3,4,5 .... }. Note that in the case n = 3, we recover our initial property 
~s = {acyclic graphs}. [] 
In Proposition 31 we used the fact that chordal graphs are perfect o satisfy one of 
the conditions of Theorem 26. The following result generalizes the proof technique 
used in that instance. 
Proposition 32. Let 2~ be a hereditary property with ¢o(~) = .'~ and ~. ~_ {perfect 
graphs}. Let/~: = Forb(.~) be the set of forbidden graphs for ~. I f  there is an integer 
M so that 
• there is some graph H ¢ 3 r ra { perfect graphs} with co(H) = M - 1, and 
• for all F ~ ~ we have to(F) <<. M - 1, 
then T~ = {M, M + I ,M  + 2 .. . .  }. 
Note that if we let 3 = {chordal graphs}, H = C~, and M = 3, as in Proposition 31, 
then the hypotheses ofProposition 32 are satisfied. Indeed the conclusions of Proposi- 
tions 31 and 32 agree. 
Proof of Proposition 32. Let the property ,~, the integer M and the graph 
H e Forb(.~) satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 32. We consider the property 
.$, =. Free(K,)tad for n ~ 2 and show that it satisfies the conditions of the inverting 
perfection theorem in the case n ~ M, but not in the case n ~ M - 1. 
If n ~< M - I then the graph H (with to(H) = M - 1 >I n) is not in Free (K,). 
However, H ~ { perfect graphs} = (Free(Kz))* ~-(Free(K,))* by Theorem 23. This 
violates the second condition of the inverting perfection theorem, hence Z~* # .$ and 
n¢T~ for n ~< M - 1. 
Ifn ;~ M then for all F e .~', we have to(F) ~< M - I < n, and thus F e Free(Kn). In 
the hypothesis we assumed that z?_~{perfect graphs}=(Free(K2))* so 
_ (Free(K,))* for all n t> 2 by Theorem 23. Hence for n ~> M the conditions of the 
inverting perfection theorem are satisfied; so 3"  = .~ and n e T.~ for n >/m. [] 
Pro0osition 33 (Interval graphs). For the class .$ = {interval graphs} we have 
T~ = {5,6,7 .... }. 
Proof. The class of interval graphs is a well-known family of perfect graphs (see [9] 
for definitions and a proof that interval graphs are perfect). It is easy to see that 
co(:$) = ~.  The graph H e Forb(.$) (shown in Fig. 2) is perfect and has to(H) = 4. 
Furthe, more, all graphs F e Forb(.$) have to(F) ~< 4[7]. Therefore Proposition 32 
applies and we conclude that T~ = {5,6,7 .... }. []  
Pro0osition 34 (Cochromatic number). For the hereditary class ~={K=;  
m ~ 1 }u{K~,: m ~> I} we have T~ --=- [3,4,5 .... }. 
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Fig. 2. A graph H e Forb( {interval graphs} ) with (o{H) = 4. 
Proof. In this example we have .~ ~ {perfect graphs} and the set of forbidden graphs 
for 3 is finite, namely Forb(3) = {P3, P3 }. Since both P3 and Ps are perfect graphs, and 
¢o(P3) = co(P3) = 2, Proposition 32 implies that T~ = {3,4,5 . . . .  }. [] 
The next proposition gives a family 3` for which every possible candidate is indeed 
included in #'~. On the other extreme, Proposition 44 shows that the set T~ can be 
empty. 
Proposition 35. For the family 3, = {all cliques} we have T~ = {2,3,4 . . . .  }. 
Proof. Since,~ ~ { perfect graphs} ~ (Free(K.))* for all n >t 2, by Theorem 23, condi- 
tion I of the inverting perfection theorem holds. The set of minimal forbidden graphs 
for 3 has a particularly simple form, namely Forb(,~) = { Ka }. Since K2 ¢ Free(K,) for 
all n >~ 2 we know that condition 2 is also satisfied. Therefore T.~ = {2,3,4 . . . .  }. [] 
Since we are applying the inverting perfection theorem to families 3` = ~*  for the 
properties ~ discussed in Section 3, we should take advantage of the fact that each of 
those families .3 is unit-based (see Definition 9}. 
Lemma 36. i f  ~ = ~*  where ~ is a unit-breed property with ¢o(~) < oo, then 
condition 2 of Theorem 26 is satisJied for all n > co(~). In la~rticular, for all oraFhs 
F e ,~ = Forb(3`) we have F e Free(K,)for n > o~(~). 
Proof. Let F be. a graph in 3 ~ == Forb(~) which means that F is a minimal X~- 
imperfect graph. Since ~ is a unit-based property, we know that ~(F )  = 1. Therefore 
, =,~.,(~)_-r'o(r) l >~[ ~(F)I 
|~('~)l I " - | l  
for all integers n>~(~) .  So we have to(F), , ,<n-1 and consequently 
F e Free(K,). [] 
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Theorem 12 states that the property ~ = {G: zl(G) ~< t} is unit-based for all t >t 1 
and that ~*  = {G: for every v ~ V(G) either d(v) ~< t or t, is simplicial}. The following 
proposition applies the inverting perfcc,,ion theorem to ~*. 
Proposition 37 (Bounded maximum degree), l f~  = {G: 3(G) ~< t} with t >1 I af ixed 
integer, and 3 = ~* ,  then ]~ = {t + 2, t + 3, t + 4 . . . .  }. 
We omit the proofs of Propositions 37 and 38 due to space constraints; they can be 
found in ['20"1. 
By Theorem 11, the property ~ = {unicyclic graphs} = {G: G has at most 1 cycle} 
is unit-based and the set Forb(~) is shown in Fig. 1. 
Proposition 38 (Unicyclic), l f  ~ = {unicyelic graphs} and 2~ = 8"  then T j  = 
{4,5,6 . . . .  }. 
Each of the properties ~2 considered in this section has T~, = {k, k + 1 . . . .  } for some 
k >/2. While we have not been able to specify exactly which T.~ have the form 
{k,k + 1 . . . .  }, the following is a partial result. 
Proposition 39. I f  ~ is a unit-based property with ¢0(;~) < ov and ~*  = ~, then 
IT~I = ~.  
Proof. Let (o(,#) = n - 1 < ~ and let ~ = Forb(3). Then ~ = 3.  = FrcciK.)ta,~ 
where z~_ (FreeiK.))* and for all F ~ ~,  either F e FrcciK.) or F¢iFrcc{K.))* 
(Theorem 26 and Corollary 27). Consider :~m = FrcciK,,)ca3 for any integer m with 
in -  1)lira- 1). Then (FrcciK.))* ~(Free(Km))* by Theorem 23, so 
c_ (Frcv(K~,))*. This is the first condition of Theorem 26. By Lemma 36, condition 
2 of Theorem 26 is satisfied for all m > n - 1. Hence both conditions of'Theorem 26 
are satisfied, and .~* = .~ for all m with in - l)l(m - 1). Thus kin - 1) 4- 1 e T~, for all 
k ~ 1, and in particular, IT.el = ~.  [] 
4.4. Families ~ with ITA ~< 1 
The families 3 we considered in the previous section all had Tz = {k, k + 1, 
k + 2 . . . .  } for some k. We now apply the inverting perfection theorem to classes .~ for 
which [T~I ~< 1. The important classes ,~ -- (Frcc(Kn))* for n/> 2 fall into this category. 
Lemnm 40. I f  2 < m < n then there exists an integer r >>, 2n + 1 such that 
£7, e (Frec(Kn))* but C,¢(Frcv(Km))*. 
Note that the following proof of Lemma 40 also provides a proof of the forward 
direction of Theorem 23. 
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Proof of I.emma 40. Since m < n we have (n - 1)~ (m - 1). Let r = (2m - 2)q + 1 
where q/> max {n,m} is a prime number. Clearly r /> (2m-  2)n + 1/> 2n + 1 and 
r I> (2m - 2)n + 1 > 2m - 1 since n,m > 2. But r -= 1 mod(2m - 2) and r > 2m - 1, 
so we know that C,~ (Free(Kin))* by Theorem 19. 
Now let r '  - rmod (2n - 2), with r '  an odd integer between I and 2n - 3, inclusive. 
I f r '  = 1 ,  then (2n - 2)l(2m - 2)q, or equivalently, (n - l)l(m - l)q. Note that n - 1 
and q are relatively prime, since n - 1 < q and q is prime. Hence (n - 1)[(m - 1), 
a contradiction. But then it must be the case that 3 ~< r '  <~ 2n - 3. Therefore, if we let 
s = n - (r' + 1)/2, we have 1 ~< s ~< n - 1. By Theorem 21, the graph (7, V Ks is 
a minimal ;(.-imperfect graph, and therefore C, is X.-perfcct. So (7, is in (Free(K.))*  
but not in (Free(Kin))*. [ ]  
PrOlmSitlon 41. If3- is a class for which Cs e 3-for infinitely many s >~ 4, then IT ~I <~ 1. 
Proof. Let 3- = F ree(~' )  be a class containing infinitely many anti-holes Cs. For  the 
sake of a contradiction, assume that IT~I t> 2 and let ,-n,n e T~ with m < n. By the 
definition of T~ we have 3-"*, = .~* -- 3. where 
3-~, = Free(K,.) c~3- -- Free(K~,) r~ Free{.~-" r~ Free(K~,)), 
3-. = Free(K,)  r~3- = Free(K.)f~ Free(~"r~ Fr~(K . ) ) .  
By Theorem 15 we know that 
3-* = ( Free(K,,))* n Free(3 r n Free(Kin)), 
3-"* = (Free(K.))* c~ Free(~ r~ Free(K,)). 
There exists r>~ 2n + 1 such that C ,e (F ree(K . ) ) *  but C,¢(Free(Km))* by 
Lemma 40. Therefore C-.¢3-,.* = 3-.* = 3-, and consequently, ~¢3-.* = (Free (K.))* 
nFree(~' r~Free(K , ) ) .  Since C,~(Free(K. ) )* ,  there must be some graph 
F e ~" f~Free(K.) with F ~< C,. We cannot have F = C., because r ~> 2n + 1 and thus 
K.  ~< C,. This means that F < C, or equivalently F ~< P,. In this case, F ~< Pa < Ca 
for all R >_- r and thus Ca¢ Free(3 r)  = 3- for all R ~ r. This contradicts the assump- 
tion that 3- contains infinitely many anti-holes; thus IT A ~< 1 as desired. [ ]  
Corollary 42 (Free(K,)).  if3- = (Free(K,))*  where n ~ 2 then T~ = {n}. 
Proof. Let 3- -- (Free(K.})* for some integer n ~ 2. Then Theorem i9 tells us that 
there are infinitely many anti-holes Cs contained in 3- (for ir~stance, all the even 
anti-holes are in 3.). Therefore we apply Proposit ion 41 and conclude that I T~I ~ 1. 
Since the property 3-. = Free(K.)  = Free(K.)r~.~ has 3-* =. 3- and (0(3-.) = n - 1, 
Corol lary 27 implies that n ~ T~. Combining the results I T~I ~< I and n ~ T~ we obtain 
T~ = {.}. [ ]  
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The best known instance of Corollary 42 is the case n -= 2 for which 3- = {perfect 
graphs}. The corollary tells us that Ta = {2}, that is. the only property ~ with 
oa(~) < ~ and 2"  = {perfect graphs} is ~ = {edgeless graphs}. In Example 29 we 
saw that the property 3-' = {Berge graphs} has T,r = {2} if and only if the SPGC 
holds. The SPGC asserts that 3- = 3-' and thus if the SPGC is true we should have 
Ta = Ta, which indeed we do. 
Proposition 43 (k-colorable). I f~  = {k-colorable} = {G: x(G) ~< k} for some k ~ 1, 
and 3- = ~*  then Ta = {k + 1}. 
Proof° For the property .~ = {k-colorable} we have ¢o(~)= k. Thus ~, , (G)= 
[(o(G)/k] and X~.(G)=[x(G)/k]. This means that all perfect graphs are X~.- 
perfect, and in particular C2~ ¢ ~*  = 3. for each r ~ 2 (~ Lemma 19). So we have an 
infinite family of anti-holes in 3. and therefore Proposition 41 implies that [T.~[ ~ 1. 
Since ~*  = 3- with oJ(:~) = k, we know that k + 1 e T~ by Corollary 27, and thus 
~={k+ q. [] 
For k = 1, the property .~ = { l-colorable} = {edgeless graphs} and o - [pcffc.,.;. 
graphs}. Thus Proposition ~3 gives another proof that Ta = {2} where 3. = {perfect 
graphs}. In the case k = 2, the property ~ is {2-colorable} = {bipartite graphs} and 
Proposition 43 implies that for 3. = ~*  we have T~ = {3}. Thus the only property 
//; with ~*  = {bipartite graphs}* and ~(~)  < oo is ~ = {bipartite graphs}. 
The next proposition gives an example of a property 3- whose only preimage under 
* is itself. 
Proposition 44. I f  3- is the class given by 3, = Free(~) with :F = {C,: r ~ 5} then 
T~ = O, that is, ~*  = 3- => ~ = 3-. 
Proof. First consider 3-2 = Free(K2)c~3-. The cycle C7 is in 3-, but C: ~ {perfect 
graphs} .'~--(Free(K2))*. Therefore 3-~(Free(K,))*; so Theorem 26 implies that 
2 ¢ Tj. For n ~ 3, the anti-hole C,.+ ~ e ~" violates condition 2 of the inverting per- 
fection theorem, because (:2,+ l E (Free(K.))* by Lemma 19 and C~.+ l~Free(K,). 
Therefore n~T.~ for n ~ 3. We conclude that T~ = 0. I-'1 
We have seen three different categories of properties 3- in the range of *; 
those with T~ = {k,k + 1 .... } for some k ~> 2, those with T~ -- {k} for some k ~: 2, 
and those with T~ = 0. We have not been able to find any properties 3- in the 
range o f ,  that do not fall into one of these categories, which leads us to the following 
question: 
Question 45. Which subsets of {2, 3,4 .... } can be realized as T~ for some hereditary 
family 3- containing all cliques? 
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4.5. Another X-free restriction theorem 
In Theorem 15 we found ~*  in terms o f~* ,  where ~ is an ~/'-free restriction o f~.  
In this inverse version we get information about T~. from knowing T~, vehere 3 '  is an 
f-free restriction of .~. 
Theorem 46. Let 3 be a hereditary class with to(3) = ~,  and let ~ be a set with 
~Y ~_ Frec(K.) c~3 for all n ~ T ~ and Km¢ 3F for all m. I f3 '  = 3 ra Free(~') then T~ ~_ T,~ .
Proof .  Suppose n ¢ T~. Thus the property 3 ,  = Free(K.)ta3 has 3* = 3. If we write 
.~. = 3,c~ Free(X) we note that f c_ Frec(K.)c~3 = 3 .  and Km¢,~" for all m. Thus the 
conditions of Theorem 15 are satisfied arid 
~*  = 3"  c~Frce(.~) = 3c~Free(~) = 3 °. 
Since to(~,) = to(3.) = n - 1, we have n ¢ T~. [] 
E,~ample 47 (Threshe!d gvaphs~. Let ~ = {chordal graph~ and let d '  ~ {threshold 
graphs}, that is 3 '  = 3taFrec(~) where ~" = {P4,2K2} ['9]. Since a r ~_ Frce(K,)n:¢ 
for all n >I 3 and there are no cliques in ~" we have T~ ~_ T~. by Theorem 46. Thus 
{3,4, 5 .... } ~_ T~. and we need only check whether 2~ T,.. The path P,~ e Forb(~') is 
perfect (i.e., P4 e (Fr~(K2))*) yet is not in Free(K,), hence 2¢ T~. by Theorem 26 and 
hence T~, = {3,4,5 .... }. 
Example 47 is meant o illustrate the use of Theorem 46. In fact it is easier to find 
T~,. for, 3 '= {threshold graphs} by a direct application of Proposition 32. The 
following example shows that the inequality T,, ~ T,,. in Theorem 46 can be strict. 
E>xample 48. Let :~ = {Kin: m >i 1 }~{K--m~: m ~ 1 } and £' = {all cliques}. Then we 
ct, n write 3 ' -~ ~nFree{~) where ar~ {K~}. Clearly K,,¢~" for all m, and 
~r ~ Free(K,)n£ for all n ~ 2 (and therefore for all n ~ T_~). Hence Theorem 46 
applies and tells us that T~ ~_ T~.. In fact the inequality is strict because in Proposi- 
tions 34 and 35 we found that T~ ~ {3,4,5 .... } and T~. = {2,3,4 . . . .  }. 
4.6 Double inversion 
For a fixed family ,~, the inverting p~rfection problem is to find which properties 
~ have 8"  = :¢. In the previous ection we saw that the solution to this problem can 
be given via the set T~ where .:~* = .~ if and only if.~ = 3 or ,~ =- Frce{K.)n~ for 
some n e Tj. Thus there is an "it, ~rting perfection" function IP :£  ~-*Tj, whose 
domain is the set of hereditary properties containing all cliques and whose range is the 
set of subsets of {2,3,4, ... }. 
In this new notation, Question 45 can be rephrased as: "what is the image of the 
function IPT'. A more general question is that of inverting the function IP. 
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Double inversion problem. Given a set T ~ {2,3,4 . . . .  }, find all hereditary families 
with o~(.~) = ~ and T~ = T. 
From the examples in the precedin~ sections, we see that T~ = {3,4, 5 . . . .  } for the 
properties .~ = {chordal graphs}, ,~ = {threshold graphs}, ~ = {G: A(G) ~< 1}, and 
.~ = {Km: m ~> 1 }u{K,,: m ~> 1}. It is not obvious that these four classes hould have 
the same T: set, nor are they the only classes with T~ = {3,4,5 .... }. 
The following theorem solves the double inversion problem in the case that 
2¢T .  
Theorem 49. Let T ~_ {2,3,4 .... } with 2~ T. 
o l f  ~ T = 2j, then T~ = T ~ ~ = {perfect graphs] or .$ = {perfect graphs}ra 
Free(K.) for some n >>- 2. 
• IFT= f'~ }, = = • ~.,3,4 . . . .  then "1"~ T ¢~ ~ {cliques}. 
For all other T ~_ {2, 3,4 .... } with 2 ~ T, there is no hereditary family ~ containing 
all cliques with T., = T. 
Proof. Let T ~_ {2,3,4 .... } with 2~ T, and suppose that there exists a hereditary 
property ~ with (o(3) = ~ and T /= T. Thus 2 ¢ 7".., and by Theorem 26 we have 
I . .~ ~_ (Free(K,)}* = {perfect graphs}. 
2. For all F ~ a~" = Forb(~), either F ~ F~,e(K:) = {KI,K~, K~ . . . .  }, or 
F¢(Frcc(K,))* = { perfect graphs}. 
Case l: K, ¢~for  all n/> 2. Above we saw that .~ __q { perfect graphs}. In this case, 
we show that in fact ~ = {perfect graphs}, if not, there is some perfect graph G which 
is not in .~. By the definition of ~ ,  there exists F e ~" with F ~< G. But this is 
impossible since G is perfect and F is not. Thus.~ = {perfect graphs}, and T~ = {2} by 
Corollary 42. 
Case 2: K. ~ ,~ for some n t> 2. Note that there can be no other edgeless graph 
(besides K,) in ~,  because if Km ~ ~F with m # n, then either K, ~< K., or Km ~< K.. 
This would contradict the definition of :~" = Forb(.~) as the minimal set of forbidden 
graphs for ,~. 
Ifn = 2 (i.e., K2 e ~F), then :~ ~_ {cliques}. However, {cliques} ~ ~ by the assump- 
tion (o(+) = ~¢. Hence 3 = {cliques}, and T~ = {2,3,4 . . . .  } by Proposition 35. 
Now assume n ~> 3. Recall that for all F m ~ either F is an edgeless graph or F is not 
- -  
perfect. By the assumptions of this case, the only edgeless graph in 3 r is K. for some 
n ~ 3, so all other graphs in ~ are not perfect. 
- -  
We know that .~ m {perfect graphs} and further that 0~ __q Free(K.) since K. ~ ~', 
hence 
~ { perfect graphs} n Frec(K,). (12) 
To show that reverse inclusion holds in (12), let G be a graph in the fight-hand side, 
that is, G is perfect and Kn ~ G. For a contradiction, suppose that G¢~, so that there 
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m 
exists a graph F ¢ ~" with F < G. Therefore F is perfect and K, ~ F, which contra- 
dicts the fact that the only perfect graph in ~" is Kn. 
m 
Thus .~ = {perfect graphs}c~Free(K,) for some n >I 3. Note that C2,e .~ for all 
r/> 2, hence IT~[ ~< 1 by Proposition 41. It is easy to check that indeed 2 e T~ (using 
Theorem 26), hence T,~ = {2}. [] 
5. Open questions 
We discuss ome open problems related to characterizing the X~,-perfect grapP, for 
hereditary properties 7 and to inverting perfection. A more complete listing of open 
problems in generalized Z~-perfect graphs is given in [20]. 
(1) In Section 3 we find 7"  for a number of hereditary properties 7.  For which 
additional hereditary properties 7 can we find 7*?  In particular, can we find 2"  for 
a property that is not unit-based? 
(2) For a hereditary property 7 ,  let S ,  = {k: there exists a minimal Z,-imperfect 
graph with co.{G)= k}. If ~ i~ unit-based then by definition, S~ ~-{1}. For the 
property 7 = {edgeless graphs}, we know that the odd anti-hole C2,+ t is a minimal 
(;(~,-) imperfect graphs with ¢o(C,,+ 1) -- r for each r ;~ 2, and there are no minimal 
imperfect graphs with co= 1, therefore S ,={2,3 ,4 ,  ...}. It is not hard to 
check that for 7= {bipartite graphs} we have S ,= {1,2,3 . . . .  } (write 
= Free(K3)nFree(f) ,  apply Theorem 15, and note that the cycle Cs and the 
anti-holes (74,+ 1 for r ~> 2 are minimal Z~.-imperfeet graphs). However these three 
are the only sets we have found to arise as S ,  sets. It is open to either prove that these 
are the only possibilities or to find an example of a hereditary property ~ with 
a different S,  set. 
(3) In Section 3 we have some partial results in characterizing (Free(K.))*, includ- 
ing Theorem 21 which finds a family of minimal zn-imperfect graphs with arbitrarily 
large clique size. What additional minimal z,-imperfect graphs can we find? In 
particular, can we find any minimal z,-imperfect graphs (for n ~ 3) which do not 
contain any odd anti-holes as induced subgraphs? 
(4) For many of the properties ~ we encountered in Section 4, it is not too difficult 
to find T~,. In fact, we found T, for ~ = tFree(K,))* (Corollary 42) while we are unable 
even to find the set .~ itself. For other families .~, notably the set .~ = {Berge graphs}, it
appears to be quite difficult. Can we quantify what it is about 3 that makes finding 
T~ more difficult in some cases than in others? 
(5) In Section 4 we formulated the double inversion problem: given a set 
T ~_ {2,3,4, ... }, find all hereditary families ~ with oJ(,~) = ~ and T~ = T. We are 
also interested in solving some weaker forms of this question: 
• For which sets T is there a solution to the double inversion problem (Question 45)? 
. Which properties ,~ have I T~I = ~ ? 
. Which properties ~ have 3 e T~? 
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